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A Prussian Socialism? Wichard von MoellendorfF
and die Dilemmas of Economic Planning
in Germany, 1918-19
DAVID E. BARCLAY

nomic programs that previously could have been left to academi?

INciansthe
wake
of Germany's
military
or party
theoreticians
suddenly acquired a new
urgency and defeat in 1918, social and eco?
immediacy. One of the more interesting?and controversial?of these
was an ambitious proposal by the engineer Wichard von Moellendorff,
who served in 1918 and 1919 as Under State Secretary in the Reich
Economics Office (later the Economics Ministry), to redesign the entire
edifice ofthe German economy through the implementation ofa system

of economic "collectivism" or "planning" (Gemeinwirtschaft or Planwirtschaft). With the assistance of his superiors, the right-wing Social
Democrats August Miiller and Rudolf Wissell, MoellendorfF endeav-

ored to institutionalize his plans in the months after the November
Revolution, until a negative cabinet decision in July 1919 precipitated
his resignation.
Perhaps because his efforts were abortive, MoellendorfTs ideas remain

incompletely understood, and his program?which he viewed as an ef?
fort to achieve collectivism through the transcendence of class conflict?
has always been rather difficult to evaluate and categorize. One contem?

porary critic suggested in 1919, for example, that MoellendorfTs plans
clearly constituted a step "toward Communism, toward Bolshevism,"
while on the other hand the modern historian David Felix argues that
"although the idiom of MoellendorfTs thought was socialist, the essence
This article is a revised version of portions of chap. iii of my dissertation, "Social Pol?

itics and Social Reform in Germany, 1890-1933: Rudolf Wissell and the Free Trade
Union Movement,, (Ph.D. diss., Stanford University, 1974). I would especially like to
thank Gerald D. Feldman, who read an earlier draft of the article, for his helpful comments and suggestions.
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was corporative, quite in the manner of Mussolini's fascis

ever, Ralph H. Bowen lauds Moellendorff's "imaginative

and notes his indebtedness to the ideas of Fichte and Freiher

moreover, Klemens von Klemperer maintains that Moelle

onetime mentor Walther Rathenau "were the finest spo

German version of Tory democracy," while still other sc
size the technocratic-utopian or "humanistic-romantic"

program.2 In any case, as Friedrich Zunkel observes, M
work has "not yet been satisfactorily appraised."3
This paper will be a tentative effort in that direction. S

will attempt to locate the Gemeinwirtschaft proposals of 191

context ofthe larger debate on Germany's economic fut

ofthe First World War. It will try to show how, buildi
the positive and negative features ofthe German war ec
lendorffand his supporters tried to steer a new economic
neither for the revolutionary proposals ofthe socialist lef
rather thoughtless improvisations of the Social Democrat
for the restoration of a free-market economy. It will a
demonstrate that, for all his manifest shortcomings?err
judgment, an amazing lack of political tact, an overemph
zation for organization's sake, and a curious tendency to
ical utopianism with a withering cultural pessimism?Moe
not simply a visionary with a wrong vision. In many im
spects he correctly understood the "organizing" character
ern capitalism and accurately sensed the imperatives of
"corporatist" age after the First World War;4 and as a c

i. Ludwig Roselius, Gegen die Zwangswirtschaft des Reichswirtschafts-M

lin, 1919), p. 42; David Felix, Walther Rathenau and the Weimar Repub
Reparation (Baltimore, 1971), p. 57.
2. Ralph H. Bowen, German Theories ofthe Corporative State: With Spec
the Period 1870-1919 (New York, 1947), pp. 160-61; Klemens von Klem
New Conservatism: Its History and Dilemma in the Twentieth Century (P
222; Charles S. Maier, "Between Taylorism and Technocracy: Europe

the Vision of Industrial Productivity in the 1920s," Journal of Contempor

2 (1970): 28, 45; Dieter Schmid, "Wichard von Moellendorff: Ein Be
wirtschaftlichen Selbstverwaltung," (Ph.D. diss., Freie Universitat Ber

3. Friedrich Zunkel, Industrie und Staatssozialismus: Der Kampf um die W

in Deutschland 1914-1918 (Dusseldorf, 1974), pp. 14-15.
4. Thus I am agreeing with Professor Charles S. Maier's contention
main characteristics ofthe 1920s was a "restoration" or "recasting" of

and that one ofthe hallmarks of this was the emergence of what, for he
he has somewhat reluctantly called "corporatist pluralism" with corpo
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Prussian he boldly sought to revitalize those aspects of Preussent

he cherished most highly and accommodate them to the real

rapidly changing technological society. Moreover, in a gover
whose leaders were frequendy characterized by a lack of darin

novative insights, it was, as Gerald Feldman puts it, Moellendorff

continued to provide the most imaginative organizational ideas

postwar regime."5 There were few other high-ranking figure

man pubHc life in those months who sought so assiduously to

ture the foundations of Germany's economic Hfe. Finally, g

uncertain commitment of most leading Social Democrats to su

economic reforms of any sort, the collapse of Moellendorff's

ment in July 1919 presaged the triumph of those restorative for

hoped for a return to free-market conditions. As Feldman
noted, MoeUendorff's defeat was symptomatic of the larger
throughout the Western world of those governmental, techn

and popular forces which had expected that the wartime machine

regulations governing economic and social policy would be ad

the needs of reconstruction and postwar management of econ

society."6 And so, despite his failure to implement his vision, the

of Moellendorff and his supporters in 1918-19 warrant more
scrutiny than they have sometimes received.

The Gemeinwirtschaft program of 1918-19 was deeply root
German war economy and in Moellendorff's own direct exper

a characteristic ofa political economy in which consensus was sought "less t
occasional approval of a mass public than through continued bargaining am
nized interests-Consensus became hostage to the cooperation of each major
Maier also emphasizes such contributory factors as "the integration of orga
into a bargaining system supervised by the state" and the decline during the F
War "ofthe distinction between private and public sectors." Charles S. Maier

Bourgeois Europe: Stabilization in France, Germany, and Italy in the Decade after W

(Princeton, 1975), pp. 9-11; see also his article "Strukturen kapitalistischer S
den zwanzigerJahren: Errungenschaften und Defekte," in OrganisierterKapital
aussetzungen und Anfdnge, ed. Heinrich August Winkler (Gottingen, 1974), pp
as well as the stimulating discussion in Philippe C. Schmitter, "Still the Centu
poratism?" Review of Politics 36, no. 1 (Jan. 1974): 85-131.
5. Gerald D. Feldman, Iron and Steel in the German Inflation 1916-1923 (Prince
p. 101.

6. Gerald D. Feldman, "Economic and Social Problems ofthe German De

tion, 1918-19," Journal of Modern History 47, no. 1 (Mar. 1975): 2.
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an official who from the very beginning ofthe conflict

concerned with economic policy. Born in 1881 into a

family, Moellendorff was a mechanical engineer by train

war he had worked for the Allgemeine Elektrizitats-Gese

the great electrotechnical firm founded by Emil Rathena
become closely acquainted with Emil's son Walther, and
had developed an abiding interest in the problem of indu
zation and its relationship to Germany's economic, socia
future.7 Like Walther Rathenau, Moellendorff was highly
character of German capitalism and ofthe "mechanization
porary society; and also like Rathenau, Moellendorff ho
come mechanization through a spiritualization ofthe eco
eine Okonomie, die die Wirtschaft beseelen sollte).8 But
MoellendorfTs ideas were rather less metaphysical than R
an engineer, he believed that applied technology could s
Germany's problems, and indeed by 1913 he had become
advocate ofthe scientific-management schemes concocted
ican engineer Frederick Winslow Taylor.9
When the war broke out in 1914, Moellendorff becam

wartime economy's most committed and inventive archit

a major role in creating the famous War Raw Materials Di

rohstoffabteilung, or KRA) in 1914, and two years later h

in developing the economic mobilization efforts called fo

7. For biographical information on Moellendorff, see a handwritt
(dated Oct. 5,1917) and a typed "Lebenslauf" (dated 1931), both in B
blenz (hereafter cited as BA): Nachlass (hereafter cited as NL) Wich

dorff, no. 2. The most thorough, if somewhat repetitive, treatment of M

and thought can be found in Schmid, "Moellendorff," although note
dissertation by the Essen scholar Klaus Braun. See also Hermann Curth
Wichard von Moellendorff, Konservativer Sozialismus, ed. Hermann C
1932), pp. 7-28; Bowen, Corporative State, pp. 182-206; Otto Heinrich v
"Zu Unrecht vergessen: Wichard von Moellendorff," Gewerkschaftlic
no. 6 (June 1954): 362-64; Friedrich Facius, Wirtschaft und Staat: Die

staatlichen Wirtschaftsverwaltung in Deutschland vom 17. Jahrhundert bis

Rhein, 1959), p- 232.
8. Schmid, "Moellendorff," p. 29.
9. See the following articles by Moellendorff on the subject: "Psych
schaftsleben," Die neue Rundschau 24, pt. 1 (1913): 258-62; "Taylorism
lorismus," Die neue Rundschau 25, pt. 1 (1914): 411-17; "Germanische

rika," Die Zukunft 86 (Mar. 7, 1914): 323-32. On European response
Maier, "Between Taylorism and Technocracy."
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denburg Program.10 At first an assistant in the KRA in charge o

tical preparations and the division of chemicals, Moellendorffl

several other important economic advisory posts as well.11

Moellendorff's experiences in the war economy markedly in
his own ideas about the nature ofthe German "collective eco
that he hoped would emerge from the conflict. Indeed, both
and Moellendorff viewed the KRA and the war economy as su

models for the postwar establishment ofa nonliberal industrial ec

in Germany.12 The collective efforts that wartime condition
duced, the organized compulsion of government agencies, the

of responsible industrial self-government, all seemed to Moellend

have created the preconditions for a "conscious national-arist

corporative-sociaHst orientation as opposed to the antiquated
tionalist-parliamentarian-capitalist epoch."13 At the same tim
lendorff was keenly aware ofthe shortcomings of Germany's

mobilization efforts, and he hoped that these shortcomings?c

he thought, by such things as bureaucratization and interest-gro

ishness?could be avoided in the future.14 His thoughts and

along these lines were distilled in a series of pamphlets, memoran

io. Lothar Burchardt, "Walther Rathenau und die Anfange der deutschen
bewirtschaftung im Ersten Weltkrieg," Tradition 15, no. 4 (Jul.-Aug. 1970
Lothar Burchardt, "Eine neue Quelle zu den Anfangen der Kriegswirtschaft
land," Tradition 16, no. 2 (Mar.-Apr. 1971): 72-92. See also Gerald D. Feldma
Industry, and Labor in Germany 1914-1918 (Princeton, 1966), pp. 46-47, 169
Wirtschaft und Staat, pp. 81-82; and Schmid, "Moellendorff," pp. 39-47.
11. "Lebenslauf" (1931), BA: NL Moellendorff, no. 2; Feldman, Army, p. 18

MoellendorfTs interesting views on the nitrogen industry as a "case study" of
and possibilities of Germany's wartime organization in his manuscript "Stic

Schulfall," BA: NL Moellendorff, no. 75, and Schmid, "Moellendorff," pp.
12. W. F. Bruck, "Die Kriegsunternehmung: Versuch einer Systematik," A
Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik 48 (1920-21): 590-97; Zunkel, Industrie,

See also Friedrich Gaertner, "Die Vorgeschichte der Planwirtschaft," Der oster

Volkswirt 12, no. 39 (June 26, 1920): 733-35; and Fritz Redlich, "German
Planning for War and Peace," Review of Politics 6 (1944): 315-35.
13. Moellendorff to Privy Councillor Meydenbauer, Sept. 11, 1916, quote

man, Army, p. 170. See also MoellendorfTs remarks in "Aufzeichnung iiber die
der Mitarbeiter [Reichskommissariat fiir tJbergangswirtschaft] am Dienstag,
zember 1916, vorm. 10% Uhr," p. 5, BA: NL Moellendorff, no. 102; and "Au
iiber die Besprechung betreffend Schwefelkiese und Phosphate am Freitag, den

1917, vorm. 10% Uhr," p. 14, ibid.
14. See MoellendorfTs views on these and related themes in a long memo
Apr. 18,1917, addressed to Rittmeister Dr. Bueb, reprinted in Wilhelm Deist

tdr und Innenpolitik im Weltkrieg 1914-1918, 2 vols. (Dusseldorf, 1970), 1: 575
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articles that appeared in the later years ofthe war. Most

haps, was a little 1916 work called Deutsche Gemeinwirtsc

Despite its low sales, Moellendorff's booklet attracted
attention in high bureaucratic and social circles.15 In it t
sailed anarchic liberal-capitalist individualism and the "a
economy" ofthe prewar days. The capitalist Germans of
not consider themselves to be "members of an organism,
national values had thus been seriously undermined.16 M
tradesmen, middlemen who were nonproducers, were lar
for this. Indeed, these people had long been Moellendorft

and he had frequently gone to great lengths to contrast
destructive lust for profits to the engineer's concern for

ciency and social progress. But now the requirements of
fare had weakened the corrosive influence of commercial

conflict had summoned forth an unprecedented spirit of self

while the Entente's blockade had clearly demonstrated th
of economic self-reliance. Thus Moellendorff became an

what he later called "relative" economic autarky. Disting

tween a "core economy" (Kernwirtschaft) and a "bord

(Randwirtschaft), he maintained that a healthy economic org

to emphasize the former?that is, it had to be internally stro

to avoid servitude.17 This in turn implied a renunciation

cation and conspicuous consumption, but that was actua

15- Bowen, Corporative State, p. i84n. Bowen notes that the people w

Gemeinwirtschaftwere influential, but in terms of numbers only 3,000 co

with 1,900 being sold and another 200 distributed free or as review c
wartime writings, on the other hand, were certainly more widely dis
gismund to Moellendorff, Jul. 10,1918, BA: NL Moellendorff, no. 5; c
lendorff," p. 143.
16. Wichard von Moellendorff, Die deutsche Gemeinwirtschaft (Berlin,
"In German Berlin more was happening than in any other European m
shops, more pubs, more grease and brass, more tempo and ornamentat
and cosmopolitanism, and oh! so little German spirit and German mor
17. Ibid., pp. 37,41-45. Moellendorff commented that in the core ec
enterprises could take the form of import and export monopolies, in
"Begriff, Wesen und Ausbildung kriegsbereiter deutscher Wirtschafts
1916, BA: NL Moellendorff, no. 11; cf. his remarks in the report on "
spiel grundsatzlich veranderter Friedenswirtschaft," Feb. 3,1917, BA:
no. 102. Moellendorff later claimed in a letter to the journalist Felix Pinn
he was concerned autarky was not so much a value or goal in itself as
in the context ofthe war and immediate postwar years. Moellendorff

1932, BA: NL Moellendorff, no. 5.
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"The world economy requires a laboring humanity whose prod
is greater than its needs." Moreover, although wartime com
could not be tossed aside immediately once peace had return
could not be relied upon indefinitely: "At times of rapid cha
pulsion is a necessary evil, but even in Germany it will not b
manent panacea. It is related to order in the same way as ca
freedom." A German collective economy had to emerge volu

through the active will ofthe German people itself. To achieve th

Moellendorff called for an extension of industrial "self-gove

(Selbstverwaltung) at all levels of the German economy; a "
economic council" would balance economic autonomy and ge
cial needs.18
Moellendorff viewed his proposals as an outline for a specifically Ger?
man road to collectivism, and he tried to justify his theories by appealing

to German historical precedent.19 He particularly liked to point to
Fichte's "closed corporate state," Freiherr vom Stein's self-government

schemes, and Bismarck's abortive "People's Economic Council" plans
of 1880-81 as predecessors of his own ideas.20 Bismarck had intended
the council to be a corporatively organized advisory body that would
provide expert information and suggestions on pending economic leg?
islation. But the Reichstag had reacted negatively to this proposal, and
so it had come to naught.21 Nevertheless, the idea had struck a responsive chord among many Germans, especially those who believed that
"objective" economic problems could be better handled by a "nonpolitical," corporative body than by a political parliament.
Moellendorff had avoided openly committing himself to specific pol?
icy proposals in his 1916 pamphlet, but in subsequent years he prepared
a number of memoranda and manuscripts in which he began to flesh out

his views. Among other things, his schemes included plans for the de?

velopment ofa kind of supreme economic council "according to the
i8. Moellendorff, Gemeinwirtschaft, pp. 46, 31, 32.
19. Wichard von Moellendorff, Von Einst zu Einst: Der alte Fritz,]. G. Fichte, Freiherr
vom Stein, Friedrich List, Furst Bismarck, Paul Lagarde iiber Deutsche Gemeinwirtschaft (Jena,

1917); cf. Bowen, Corporative State, pp. 186-87.
20. Eckhard Biechele, "Der Kampf um die Gemeinwirtschaftskonzeption des Reichswirtschaftsministeriums im Jahre 1919: Eine Studie zur Wirtschaftspolitik unter Reichswirtschaftsminister Rudolf Wissell in der Fruhphase der Weimarer Republik" (Ph.D.
diss., Freie Universitat Berlin, 1973), PP- 89-90.
21. Georg Bernhard, Wirtschaftsparlamente: Von den Revolutionsrdten zum Reichswirtschaftsrat (Vienna, 1923), pp. 13-14.
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ideas of Stein or Bismarck" as well as recommendations f

of "local groups" or councils at lower, regional levels oft

Moellendorff presented a number of these ideas to a lar

1918 article published in Georg Bernhard's Vossische Ze
paper sympathetic to many of Moellendorff's notions.
In his article Moellendorff referred approvingly to the
cist Ernest J. P. Benn, who in a 1917 work had called fo

of a quasi-corporative hierarchy of "trade councils," to

equally of representatives of trade unions, trade associati

servants.23 After describing Benn's proposals, Moellendo

gested that such ideas were deeply rooted in the German

organs of economic self-government, such economic cou

low the German economy to escape the suffocating em
reaucracy "ossified in agencies and parliaments." He wen
a six-point action program for Germany: economic cha
schajtskammern) of all types, including chambers of labor
ganized into provincial or local economic councils to act
organs of regional economic regulation; "expert econ
(Sachwirtschaftsrate) would be organized to advise Reich
matters of macroeconomic policy; a Reich Economic Cou

wirtschaftsrat), to consist of around ninety members (two-t

by lower-level councils and one-third by the State Secr
Reich Economics Office), would give expert advice and
all matters of economic policy; members of lower-level c
be selected by participating economic interest association
select a directorate that would function like a corporate
tors; and regular replacement of council members would
by law.24
Moellendorff's suggestions appeared in September 1918, and in sub?
sequent weeks he spoke with a greater than usual sense of urgency. It
had become obvious to him that the war was almost over. But although

the German national economy was "mortally threatened," German
22. The development of these ideas between 1916 and 1918 is discussed at some length

in Schmid, "Moellendorff," pp. 71-81. See also MoellendorfTs manuscripts "Ober die
Bildung einer Art von Volkswirtschaftsrat nach Steinscher oder Bismarckscher Auffassung" (Dec. 24,1916) and "Berufung eines obersten Wirtschafts-Beirates (OWB)" (Feb.

7, 1917), both in BA: NL Moellendorff, no. 111.
23. Ernest J. P. Benn, The Trade ofTo-morrow (London, 1917), esp. pp. 9-18,222-32.
24. Wichard von Moellendorff, "Deutscher Reichswirtschaftsrat," Vossische Zeitung,
Sept. 10 and 14, 1918 (morning eds.).
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politicians had still eschewed the delineation of concrete post

The country could only retain its economic sovereignty thr

tional economic autarky." This end had eluded the Germans d

war, but perhaps it could be attained in peace. Moellendorff

suggested that Woodrow Wilson's self-determination concep

definition be extended to include the right of national econ

determination. If not, the League and the prospects for fut

peace were both doomed.25 Thus the economic transition per

in many ways be more critical, for Germany and the world

war itself. Accordingly, Moellendorff attempted to enlist the s

semipublic and private agencies for his ideas.26 And he finall

his opportunity to put them to the test a week after the Armis

August Miiller, the Social Democratic State Secretary of th
Economics Office, asked Moellendorff to become his Under
retary.

In his new position Moellendorff enjoyed considerable freedom of
action. The Council of People's Commissars (Rat der Volksbeauftragten)
?established as a provisional executive following the Kaiser's abdication?initially functioned as a sort of general supervisory body, and so
no single member was responsible for a specific policy area. Thus the
individual State Secretaries ofthe various Reich offices retained consid?
erable administrative autonomy; and this in turn contributed to the at-

mosphere of disunity and indecisiveness that characterized the Com?
missars' government. The resignations of most ofthe old imperial State
Secretaries had vaulted new individuals into high state office, and many

of these individuals used the bureaucratic resources of their respective
offices to pursue their own political ends. This was particularly fateful

in the field of economic and social policy, where decision making was
not coordinated in a single office but rather was divided among several

jurisdictions: the Office for Economic Demobilization, especially cre?
ated to supervise the economic transition period; the Reich Food Office;

the new Labor Office; the Reich Treasury Office, supervised by Eugen
Schiffer, a committed economic liberal and firm opponent of most
forms of economic compulsion; and the Reich Economics Office, where
25. Wichard von Moellendorff, "Der wunde Punkt," Vossische Zeitung, Oct. 18,1918
(evening ed.), and "Was gebietet uns die nationale Ehre?" Vossische Zeitung, Oct. 14,
1918 (evening ed.).
26. Adolf Lowe to Moellendorff, Sept. 19, 1918, and Hellmrich (Ausschuss fiir wirtschafdiche Fertigung) to Moellendorff, Oct. 11, 1918, BA: NL Moellendorff, no. 11.
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on November 14 August Miiller, former Under State Se

placed Baron von Stein as permanent State Secretary.27 M

Reich agencies, notably the Foreign Office, shared a vest

economic problems. Thus it was not surprising that in
heaval and rapid political change various offices became
for divergent conceptions regarding Germany's future
social order. Notable among these were Schiffer's Treasu
bailiwick of liberal fundamentalism, and the Economics

Moellendorff, August Miiller, and later Rudolf Wissell b

men for a deliberate and thorough program of "eco

tivism."28

On the surface, it may seem odd that a Social Democrat should have
chosen an aristocratic non-Socialist (Moellendorff never joined a polit?
ical party) with corporative-technocratic views as his chief policy-mak?

ing assistant. But there was a current of opinion within Majority So?
cialist and Free Trade Union circles which was amenable to the "collectivist" ideas that both Moellendorff and Rathenau had adumbrated
during the war.29 Moreover, Miiller was a man who loathed disorder
and poor organization as much as Moellendorff, and like Moellendorff
he believed that social change should proceed at a measured pace; and
he too remained categorically opposed to the calls for quick "socializa?
tion," whether in the form of simple nationalization or through the
vehicle ofa revolutionary "council" system (Ratesystem) that emanated
from various left-wing circles after November 1918. To Miiller such
ideas represented a recipe for disaster. It had always been assumed that
the transition to socialism would occur in a period of economic abun27. Wolfgang Elben, Das Problem der Kontinuitat in der deutschen Revolution: Die Politik
der Staatssekretdre und der militarischen Fiihrung vom Ndvember 1918 bis Februar 1919 (Dus?

seldorf, 1965), chap. ii; Erich Matthias, introduction to the documentary collection Die
Regierung der Volksbeauftragten, ed. Susanne Miller and Heinrich Potthoff, 2 vols. (Dus?

seldorf, 1969), 1: liv-lx; Michael William Honhart, "The Incomplete Revolution: The
Social Democrats' Failure to Transform the German Economy, 1918-1920" (Ph.D. diss.,
Duke University, 1972), pp. 39-40.
28. Hans Schieck, "Der Kampf um die deutsche Wirtschaftspolitik nach dem Novemberurnsturz 1918" (Ph.D. diss., Ruprecht-Karl-Universitat zu Heidelberg, 1958), pp.
82-86.

29. For example, the right-wing Social Democrat Ernst Heilmann had expressed sentiments remarkably similar to Moellendorff's in 1917: "Socialism means a collective econ?
omy [Sozialismus heisst Gemeinwirtschaft]. . . . Socialism only means the ordering ofthe
entire economy according to a unified plan with a unified goal; it means the regulation
of all national goods as if they were part ofa single great firm." Ernst Heilmann, "Seid

Sozialisten!" Die Glocke 3, no. 2 (Oct. 13, 1917): 48.
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dance. Now, however, Germany was teetering on t
nomic collapse. War industries had to be reconverted
suits; returning soldiers had to be reintegrated into
a minimum of social disruption; the continuing Ent
verely curtailed Germany's ability to pursue a norm

and for months the nature of Allied territorial and re

remained a matter of speculation. Moreover, worker

dropped sharply, and so the output of German factorie

normal for many months. Consequently, Miiller m
embark on social-revolutionary experiments at such

suicidal. Germany could not yet dispense with the expe

ditional economic elites. Thus the manager had to be
the economic mainstream so that social productivity

as quickly as possible. The main task of any genuine so

convert "the present capitalist entrepreneur into a
agent ofthe collectivity."30

Miiller's ideas were not unique in the Social Demo

indeed they corresponded fairly well to the explana

Trade Union leaders had used to justify the Stinnes
of November 15, 1918. Prominent Social Democrat

against overhasty economic experimentation and urg
bor peace." As Friedrich Ebert remarked on Decemb

is the religion of socialism; work we must with all

our ability if we are not to be ruined, if we are not to

ofa beggar nation."31 Moreover, the Majority Social

government were generally of the opinion that fu
could not take place by executive fiat but had to b

democratically elected National Assembly; with this rea

tified their tactics of delay and improvisation.32 Never

for a thoroughgoing social and economic transform

inely popular and could not be ignored. So the gove
on November 21 that a special "Socialization Comm
vise the government on the proper form and natur

30. August Miiller, Sozialisierung oder Sozialismus? Eine kritische
olutionsideale (Berlin, 1919), pp. 96-97; Peter Kriiger, Deutschlan

1918/19: Die Genesis des Reparationsproblems in Deutschland zwisch
Friedensschluss (Stuttgart, 1973), pp. 57-65.
31. Friedrich Ebert, Schriften, Aufzeichnungen, Reden, ed. Friedr

(Dresden, 1926), 2: 129.
32. Schieck, "Wirtschaftspolitik," pp. 46-47.
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But while the new Socialization Commission began its w
cember 1918, the Reich Economics Office pushed forwar
ambitious "collectivist" projects.
Moellendorff first prepared a series of written proposa
vember 30 discussed his ideas with the government. All

dangers of economic disorder, he suggested that an "eco
tional association" (Wirtschaftszweckverband) be created for

of German industry. These associations were similar to
councils" that Moellendorff had proposed during the w
to be corporatively organized (with worker, employer,
representation) and function autonomously by establishin
quotas, allocating raw materials, and regulating foreign t
the KRA's war corporations had done. The stimulation of
was considered to be the functional associations' most im
urgent task. Accordingly, Moellendorff proposed that a

some five billion marks be established to encourage wage-

and function as a sort of proto-Keynesian "pump primer"

cooperated with government policies would be awarded
funds and contracts.33

In subsequent weeks Moellendorff worked hard to dev
the schemes he had outHned to the government.34 An Eco

report of December 30 sharply criticized the prerevoluti

cratic apparatus and proclaimed that Germany faced two
nomic tasks: the restoration of productivity, "which ne

anything to do with the restoration of earlier, private
duction"; and the stimulation of the domestic economy
establishment ofa rationally controlled foreign trade.35

33- Miiller, Sozialisierung, p. 124; Otto Johlinger, "Der Wiederaufba
Volkswirtschaft: Zur Berufung Wichards von Moellendorff,'' Deutsch
tung, Dec. 7, 1918 (morning ed.); "Denkschrift betreffend den Reic
1918) and "Richtlinien fur die Geschaftsgebarung der Reichs-Fonds
NL Moellendorff, no. 152. See also Schieck, "Wirtschaftspolitik,,, pp.
"Revolution," pp. 65-66; Biechele, "Kampf," pp. 113-14; Kriiger, Rep
34. See MoellendorfTs conferences with his coworkers in the Reich E
"Niederschrift der Besprechung vom 20. November 1918" and "Nied
sprechung vom 21. November 1918," both in BA: NL Moellendorff,
schrift der Besprechung vom 22. November 1918," BA: NL Moellendo
also his notes of conferences between Nov. 23 and Dec. 10, 1918, in
dorff, no. 78; and "Niederschrift des Ergebnisses aus den Besprechun

23. November und 5. Dezember 1918," BA: NL Moellendorff, no. 1

35. "Denkschrift des Reichswirtschaftsamts iiber seine Tatigkeit seit

1918" (Dec. 30, 1918), p. 3, BA: NL Moellendorff, no. 152.
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In memoranda dated January 4,1919, the Economic
fended these views: one report on "practical sociali

that the two greatest challenges to genuine socializatio

nomic HberaHsm on the one hand and Bolshevist t

other. It was impossible for Germany to return to a p

economy, but it was also wrong to presume that imme

(i.e., expropriation and nationalization) could resol
nomic woes. Property relations as such were not im

portant were the implementation of rational productio

guarantee of just wages and work incentives, and forei

This was very much in Germany's tested trade unio

had emphasized the importance of gradual economic

intensified industrial output. So was the notion that th

rather than just its individual parts, should be purpose

atically rearranged: "The economic influence ofthe w
masses of consumers does not so much belong in th

central organs ofa systematically constructed econ
the Economics Office suggested that a hierarchy o
bodies" be formed from the ranks ofthe "working

top would be Moellendorff's Reich Economics Coun
both a regional and an industrial branch (fachlich) b
functional associations would serve as "tax corporat
import-export policy and price formation.36

Throughout January and early February 1919 the

continued to release new legislative proposals and al

abusive and protracted conflict with the Socializat
which had recommended that all the Reich's mine

mines be declared public property. In contrast to t
Office sketched out a legislative package between J

which suggested that the Reich's energy resources, inc

be organized along the collectivist lines that Moellendo

(e.g., with a hierarchy of "electricity committees"
"Reich Electricity Council").37 Moellendorff also c

36. "Denkschrift zur Frage der praktischen Sozialisierung" (Ja
schrift zur Neuregelung der Reichsbehorden" (Jan. 4, 1919), bo
dorff, no. 152. See also Honhart, "Revolution," p. 94, and Biech
37. "Entwurf eines Reich-Gesetzes iiber Energiewirtschaft" (J
Vorschlage fur ein Reichskohlengesetz" and "Erste Vorschlage fi
tatsgesetz," all in BA: NL Moellendorff, no. 167.
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sonal efforts to win converts for his ideas. At a public m

February, for example, he noted again that his proposal
lectivist, would avoid the bureaucratic pitfalls of wartim
by encouraging the maximum degree of self-governmen
based self-determination.38 His views were perhaps best e
unpublished memorandum that he wrote at the same ti

The Reich Economics Office is moving away from the polizeilich, r

ofthe old war economy, dominated as it was by military and civil bure

to a peacetime economy that is organized in a self-regulating and self

that is, to an economic pyramid which only at its summit concern
foreign and domestic, financial and social policies ofthe Reich, but
at its base and at its intermediate levels itself is the bearer ofthe con
[Reichsgedanken], through its own strength and according to its own
establishment of a Reich Economic Council, with both a regional a

branch [fachlich] substructure, cannot be delayed any longer-If
employers move together to deepen the mutuality of their rights

point of an alliance, then a visible expression of this deed is needed.3

But in the winter months of early 1919 there was littl
siasm for a "visible expression of this deed," or for any

Economics Office's ideas. The Socialization Commission r

posed to these notions, as did most Independent Soci
Majority Social Democrats, and economic liberals too

ment was itself diverted by the pressure of day-to-day admi

the wake ofthe resignation of its Independent Social Dem
bers in late December 1918 and the Spartacist rising of
moreover, the government was in any case not in a position

fundamental economic, social, or political reforms, given
tion of its members and their determination to hold elec

over authority to a popularly elected National Assembly.

take place on January 19, and the new Assembly thereup

Weimar on February 6, with a parliamentary coalition g
formed a week later by the Social Democrat Philipp Sch
old Reich offices now became parliamentary Reich minis

38. "Stenogramm einer Aussprache des Unterstaatssekretars v. Moel
Lessing-Hochschule vom 4. Februar 1919," BA: NL Rudolf Wissell, I/
remarks were reprinted under the title "Die Gemeinwirtschaft" in De

Volksgemeinschaft: Eine Denkschrift fiir das deutsche Volk, ed. Zentrale

(Berlin, 1919), PP- 52-5539. "Vom Verhaltnis der Wirtschaft zur Verfassung" (Feb. 1919),
dorff, no. 86.
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August Miiller was not retained, another veteran Social Demo
trade union functionary, Rudolf Wissell, was named to take

Economics Ministry. But as before, authority in economic po

widely dispersed among several competing ministries, and this re

in considerable interagency squabbling during the months th

Moreover, the composition of this particular cabinet represented

to those who were proponents of rapid socialization or of w
economic controls, for Finance Minister Eugen Schiffer and

without Portfolio (later Treasury Minister) Georg Gothein, bo
bers of the Democratic Party, were warm supporters of prew

nomic liberalism.40 The struggle over the Reich's economic po

about to take a new turn. The weeks before February 1919

nessed the frustration of the Sociahzation Commission's prop
recast the economy; and now the stage was set for a confront

tween the forces of HberaHsm and the advocates of economic
in the Economics Ministry.

Rudolf Wissell's appointment as Economics Minister came a

thing ofa surprise; but discontent with Miiller had been rife, esp

in thepro-SPD Free Trade Unions, and so Wissell, a trade unio

and the former provisional government's social-policy expert
out to be his replacement. Moellendorff remained Under Sta
tary.41 Again he found himself working with a Social Democ

the new minister was also receptive to Moellendorff's collectivist

Wissell (1869-1962) was himself an economic autodidact.
worker by trade, he had worked his way up in the hierarchy

and trade union. He had been a fervent supporter of reformist s

and of the Free Trade Unions' pohcy of cooperation with th

helmian system during the war, and his loyalty was rewarded
became a member ofthe cabinet at the end of December 191

was much in Wissell's ideological background that made him e
receptive to Moellendorff's ideas. For example, he had long b
ciated with the journal Sozialistische Monatshefte, many of w
tributors advocated a gradualist, conciliatory, and patriotic s

40. Schieck, "Wirtschaftspolitik," pp. 103-9. On the various currents o

within the German Democratic Party, see Lothar Albertin, Liberalismus und D

am Anfang der Weimarer Republik: Eine vergleichende Analyse der Deutschen Dem
Partei und der Deutschen Volkspartei (Dusseldorf, 1972), esp. pp. 293-308.

41. Honhart, "Revolution," pp. 121-22; Ernst Trendelenburg to Moellendor
1919, BA: NL Moellendorff, no. 154.
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Wissell in particular shared MoellendorfTs dislike of ec

ciency as well as Moellendorff's idealistic notions concern

necessity of work and social austerity, the importance of

nomic production, and the transcendence of class conflic

cooperation. Thus, the new minister immediately assured
of his cooperation, noting that "our views in the econom

significantly differ and that no essential barriers are standi

ofthe mutually beneficial work that I desire so much."4

Wissell and Moellendorff had to tread carefully at first. Si

mann's government included parties with considerably d

on economic policy, to take a decisive stand for one polic

might threaten the coalition with breakup at a time wh
turmoil and sensitive negotiations with the Entente dem

mum of stability. The three coalition parties varied consider

responses to Moellendorff's "collectivism." The Catholic
was not completely disinclined to give it a sympathetic
sell's Social Democratic colleagues were for the most part

innovative economic ideas in 1919, although many (p
tended to regard Moellendorff's views with consider

after all, Moellendorff did not propose to address the que
erty ownership. The principal objection to economic colle

from the third coalition party, the Democratic Party (DD

some of its supporters were also friendly to Moellendorff
Georg Bernhard ofthe Vossische Zeitung?economic liber

a majority ofthe DDP's National Assembly seats; and

spoken liberals Schiffer and Gothein in the cabinet, the
clearly rejected a policy of economic dirigisme in German

were ultimately irreconcilable with the Economics Minist
a showdown could not be delayed indefinitely.

Despite the vagueness of the Scheidemann government
proposals and soothing assurances from Wissell that he d

to undertake major economic experiments, the Economic

fact moved quickly to achieve some ofthe collectivist goa

lendorff had outlined and that Wissell now enthusiastic

Widespread labor disturbances in February and Marc

impetus for new "socialization" proposals that the Econom

42. Rudolf Wissell to Moellendorff, Feb. 14,1919, BA: NL Wissell,

Wissell, see Otto Bach, ed., Rudolf Wissell: Ein Leben fiir soziale Gerec

(Berlin-Grunewald, 1959), and Barclay, "Social Politics and Social Re
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presented to the National Assembly. A ministry spok

conference on February 27 that the strikes could

police or military measures." Something positive h

spond to the outcry from German labor: "A pow

organization is currently dominating the entire wor

great majority of workers still had no clear conce

sirable sort of economic organization. The ministr

direct labor's yearnings into creative channels.43

March, the government announced that it would
with socialization.44 Shortly thereafter, Wissell in

ization measures to the National Assembly.45 Bot
lendorff's imprint.

The first government bill, a "Draft of a Soci

rather generally phrased and contained three basic p

was admonished to do his part for the collectivi
supervise certain key industries in order to facili
collective economy; and legislation would provid

regulation ofthe Reich's energy resources. The sec
Law on the Regulation ofthe Coal Industry," wa
specific and was designed as a model for the future

industries. A "Reich Coal Council" (Reichskohlen

the coal industry. The various groups involved in th

owners, and consumers, for example) would be r
body. Moreover, regional branch associations wo
Reich Coal Association (Reichskohlenverband), whi
a compulsory cartel, rather like an old war corpo
regulation ofthe Reich and the Coal Council). A fi
of Experts would supervise the implementation
members would represent workers, and fifteen w

ployers' ranks. The Reich was to designate the other

The two bills came up for consideration in the N

43- "Sonder-Presse-Sitzung vom 27. Februar 1919 (Protoko
Wissell, IV'/22/3 306-21.
44. Hagen Schulze, ed., Akten der Reichskanzlei, Weimarer Rep
demann, 13. Februar bis 2o.Juni 1919 (Boppard am Rhein, 19
"Wirtschaftspolitik," pp. 153-56; Honhart, "Revolution," pp
45. Wissell to Carl Legien, Mar. 4, 1919, BA: NL Wissell,
46. Texts ofthe two bills can be found, inter alia, in Eduard H

Nationalversammlung im Jahre 1919 in ihrer Arbeitfiir den Aufbau

staates, 9 vols. (Berlin, 1919-20), 3: 1336-37^
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March and after considerable debate were approved

effect on March 23,47 As Hans Schieck has noted in his exc

the period, the two socialization bills represented the m

triumph that the collectivists in the Economics Ministr
boldly seizing the initiative when large parts ofthe eco
disrupted by massive strikes and bloody civil disorders

Ministry had temporarily become the driving force in
reshape Germany's economic life. Passage ofthe bills als
particularly sharp setback for the already crippled So
mission. Its plans for socialization through the expropr

capitalist owners had been thwarted; and, after becomi
further competency disputes with the Economics Min
mission resigned in April 1919.49 Buoyed by these suc

nomics Ministry that same month successfully introdu

ganize Germany's potash industry along lines similar to
try.50 The Economics Ministry hoped that it could also
trical power industry in the near future.51

Such government measures, while successes for the R

Ministry, nevertheless smacked considerably of wartim

as the ministry pointed out repeatedly, a "collective e

not be imposed from above. It was contingent upo

"self-governing bodies" that were to be organized from
and in a spirit of social cooperation rather than social c
cordingly, the Economics Ministry exerted itself to en

branches of industry as possible to form such organizat

47- For Wissell's National Assembly speech defending the two bills,

Praktische Wirtschaftspolitik: Unterlagen zur Beurteilung einerfiinfmonatli

rung (Berlin, 1919), pp. 28-40.
48. Schieck, "Wirtschaftspolitik," pp. 161-62. On the origins and e
socialization legislation, see, among others, Maurice Baumont, La Gr

mande et le charbon (Paris, 1928), pp. 123-29, and Kurt Loose, Vorgeschi
Auswirkung des Kohlenwirtschaftsgesetzes vom 25. Marz 1919 (Bonn, 1

49. See the correspondence between Wissell and the Socialization C
ternationaal Instituut voor Sociale Geschiedenis, Amsterdam: NLKar
12, 23, 4-5,10, as well as the discussion of these matters in Honhart
146-48.
50. The text ofthe potash law can be found in Heilfron, ed., Nation

2639-40. For a consideration ofthe Mar.-Apr. "Socialization Laws

Leninist perspective, see Gerhard Brehme, Die sogenannte Sozialisieru

Weimarer Republik (Berlin/DDR, 1960), pp. 51-98.
51. "Entwurf eines Gesetzes iiber die Regelung der Elektrizitats-W
1919), BA: NL Moellendorff, no. 156.
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The self-governing bodies that the Economics Mi
were supposed to function as technical coordinators

latory boards; and they were to play a crucial role as ov

trade. Thus many ofthe first such bodies were to fu

import-export agencies. In an April 1919 report, the m

a plan that called for the "decentralization ofthe author

Commissar for Imports and Exports" and the transferr

functions to "branch-based Export Control Bureaus" [fa

Aussenhandelsstellen) which would include represent

groups, producers, commercial interests, and consum

argued that these bureaus would be "decentralized" b
advise the Reich Commissar for Imports and Export

lative matters, and in addition they could set quotas on

ports and exports.52 Through this mechanism, Moel
have hoped, the institutions of gemeinwirtschaftlic
could be introduced in a way that was simultaneously

reaching. It was indirect in that it constituted a kind o

would permit the Economics Ministry gradually to

ganizational notions, but without having to face th
quences of attempting full-scale economic reorganiz

reaching in that the ministry hoped that such "agencie

ment" would be "set up in all important branches
The April report noted that separate bureaus were a
the iron and metal, stone and earth, paper, wood p
leather, oil and fat, tobacco, glue and rubber, chem

agricultural, "colonial wares" (coffee, tea, and so

dustries.53

Within a few months, more detailed plans were developed for the
establishment of full-blown self-governing bodies in several branches of

the economy. On April 8, the Economics Ministry announced plans for
a Reich Committee for the Paper Industry. A draft bill to this effect was
discussed at cabinet meetings on May 12 and 24 and was then submitted

(over Gothein's objection) to the National Assembly's Committee of
52. MoellendorfTs remarks can be found in a document reprinted in Gerald D. Feld?
man and Heidrun Homburg, Industrie und Inflation: Studien und Dokumente zur Politik der
deutschen Unternehmer 1916-1923 (Hamburg, 1977), p. 212.

53. "Zweiter Monatsbericht des Reichswirtschaftsministeriums fiir die Zeit vom 16.

Marz bis 15. April 1919" (Apr. 25, 1919), pp. 2, 9-10, BA: NL Moellendorff, no. 168
(another copy in BA: Bestand R 43 I/1126: 79-88). See also the discussion in Feldman,
Iron and Steel, pp. 105, 187-89.
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States for debate and amendment.54 Similar projects wer
the chemical industry. On June 5 the Economics Minist
tentative Nitrogen Fertilizer Committee?composed of r
of management, labor, agriculture, and commerce?and

task of regulating the fertilizer industry "especially in resp

tablishment of prices, delivery conditions, agricultural q
and export controls, and propaganda." The committee h
inary meeting on June 18 and constituted itself formall

The ministry was pleased with this progress, and announ
activities report that it was devoting its "special attentio

mantling of remaining war corporations and their transf

self-governing bodies.55

The industrial community viewed the Wissell-Moellend
with concern; but its attitude, though profoundly skep
entirely negative. To be sure, many industrialists felt tha

ics Ministry was developing "complicated edifices accord
retical designs simply for the sake of construction and
obvious reference to the engineer Moellendorff?"and th
sideration has been paid to the question of what is suppo
all that."56 Moellendorff himself defended the policies
Economics Ministry and tried to gain industrial suppor

grams at various gatherings of business leaders in the spring

May 15, for example, he addressed a meeting of iron industr

Economics Ministry's offices, and as usual he tried to poi

ministry was not interested in radical experiments and did n

"throw overboard" existing institutions: "We should no

54- The bill languished in the Committee of States for several month
withdrawn in August, after Wissell's resignation (Schulze, ed., Kabinett

37i-72n.). See also Schieck, "Wirtschaftspolitik," p. 164; "Zweiter M

Reichswirtschaftsministeriums," p. 10; "Dritter Monatsbericht des Reichs

isteriums fiir die Zeit vom 16. April bis 15. Mai 1919" (May 28,1919

Moellendorff, no. 168 (another copy in BA: R 43 I/1126: 150-62)

Reichsausschusses fur das Papierfach," in Veroffentlichungen des Reichsverba

Industrie, no. 2 (June 1919), pp. 28-29.
55. "Niederschrift der vorbereitenden Sitzung des Diingestickstoff-A
Juni 1919, nachmittags 4 Uhr" and "Niederschrift der konstituierenden

gestickstoff-Ausschusses am 30. Juni 1919, nachmittags 4 Uhr im Reichs

sterium," BA: NL Moellendorff, no. 160; "4. Monatsbericht des Reichs
steriums fiir die Zeit vom 16. Mai 1919 bis 15. Juni 1919" (June 26,19
NL Moellendorff, no. 168 (another copy in BA: R 43 I/1126: 272-84
56. "Selbstverwaltungskorper," Veroffentlichungen des Reichsverbands
dustrie, no. 2 (June 1919), p. 11.
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organisms unnecessarily. It is much more important to bind

'organs organically.' " After Moellendorff further detailed his pl

industrialists responded with considerable skepticism and not

anxiety. They were particularly concerned, as one of them pu

"here we have an attempt to organize the iron industry?prod
acquisition of raw materials, management, market regulation

ing to great unitary points of view. That is a particularly immen

and one that has never been resolved." Moellendorff and his a

Baron von Buttlar ofthe Economics Ministry's Iron Section, at

to defend their point of view by emphasizing their determin
consult with business leaders about their wishes and sugges

noting that they were not intending to eliminate private enterpr

by pointing out that their efforts were thoroughly compatible w

notion ofthe Arbeitsgemeinschaft" (that body created as a conseq

the Stinnes-Legien agreement of November 1918 and compos
of workers' and employers' representatives). But Jakob Reiche

ness manager ofthe Association of German Iron and Steel Industr

heatedly rejected the latter contention, and most businessme
meeting seem to have been both irritated and worried by the

ofthe Economics Ministry's proposals.57
Moellendorff encountered a somewhat friendlier reception

appeared at a June 12 meeting ofthe Reich Association of Ge
dustry (a powerful peak association of industrial leaders that

57- The minutes of this meeting are reprinted in Feldman and Homburg, Ind

Inflation, pp. 210-17; see also the discussion in Feldman, Iron and Steel, pp. 105
Moellendorff's most embittered industrial critics were iron wares industrialists
berfeld area, who reacted with extreme hostility to the Economics Ministry's

May and June to establish an Export Control Sub-Bureau there. See ibid., p. 10

the harshly polemical tone of the speeches reproduced in Verband zur Wa

gemeinsamen Interessen der deutschen Kleineisen- und Waffen-Industrie, Sitz

Bericht iiber die Verhandlungen der deutschen Kleineisen- und Waffen-Industrie zw

menschluss der gesamten Kleineisen- und Waffen-Industrie und iiber die Stellungn

Pldnen des Reichswirtschaftsministeriums uber die Planwirtschaft und die Grundun

senhandelsnebenstelle in Elberfeld (Elberfeld, n.d. [1919]; copy in Institut der
Wirtschaft, Cologne: Sammlung Oskar Funcke, Kasten 1). On the other han
dorff could count on a rather friendly reception from leaders of the highl

chemical industry, such as Julius Bueb of the Badische Anilin- und Soda-F
had known him during the war) or Franz Oppenheim of Agfa. Carl Duisber
however, was less enthusiastic, noting that Moellendorff "was far too theo
kept his head in the clouds too much." Bueb to Duisberg, Feb. 6, 1919; Opp
Duisberg, Feb. 15,1919; and Duisberg to Oppenheim, Feb. 19,1919, all in Bay
Leverkusen: Autographensammlung Carl Duisberg.
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formed in April of that year).58 Despite Moellendorf
blown language, the speech went over reasonably well.
trialists were ofthe opinion that the creation of so many
bodies had presented the industrial community zfait accom
they might just as well go along, as the Saxon industria
Rudolf Schneider put it, "with caution and misgivings,
good things that this route can surely offer us"; and H
director ofa large printing syndicate and a firm support
employer cooperation, lauded the program's positive aspe
as July, shortly before Wissell's resignation, Kraemer in
lendorff that the Reich Association's Presidium had appro
lishment of self-governing bodies throughout German in
created an advisory commission for that purpose.60 As G
has pointed out, however, the industrial community won
advantage for itself by seeming to cooperate with the Ec
istry. For example, in April 1919 a German Steel Federat
Stahlbund) was reconstituted; because it included trade u
tatives in discussions of pricing policy, it seemed that iro
dustrialists were organizing themselves along lines that
favored. In fact, Feldman observes, the Steel Federation

shrewd and effective means of countering the entire p
Reich Economics Ministry_Thanks to its clever policy o
ing with its business, labor and governmental opponents
steel producers managed to ward off both socializatio
through a planned economy."61 In other words, whether
could ever have counted upon genuine cooperation from
industrialists is questionable at best.
While Moellendorff attempted in his months in offic
Economics Ministry's proposals palatable to the industria

58. "Bericht iiber die Frage der Selbstverwaltungskorper: 12. Juni 19

offentlichungen des Reichsverbands der deutschen Industrie, no. 3 (July 19

lendorff's speech is reprinted in Moellendorff, Konservativer Sozialismus

Rudolf Wissell and Wichard von Moellendorff, Wirtschaftliche Selbst
Kundgebungen des Reichswirtschaftsministeriums (Jena, 1919), pp. 17-30.

59. "Bericht iiber die Frage der Selbstverwaltungskorper," pp. 21, 2
Recasting Bourgeois Europe, pp. 145-46.
60. Kraemer to Moellendorff, July 2, 1919, BA: NL Moellendorff, n

61. Gerald D. Feldman, "The Collapse ofthe Steel Works Associatio
Case Study in the Operation of German 'Collective Capitalism,' " in

Heute: Festschrift fur Hans Rosenberg zum 70. Geburtstag, ed. Hans-Ulri

gen, 1974), p. 585. See also the discussion in Feldman, Iron and Steel,
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Wissell tried to achieve similar ends with his old colleagues in th

movement. During the Assembly debates on the socialization

sell had stressed again and again that his program constitute

tical" path to socialism. And despite the Independent Social D

outspoken hostility to his actions and ideas, he tried to conv

present and erstwhile comrades that his ministry had also de

practical scheme for the implementation ofa workable "cou
tem." At the Second Congress of Workers' and Soldiers' Co
Berlin in April 1919, Wissell tried to justify his ministry's
about the council system. To be sure, he had generally share

Trade Union colleagues' distrust of councils, especially if they pr

to be radical or if they threatened to undermine existing worki

institutions. But this did not mean that he was necessarily avers

notion of economic councils organized Hke the wartime "w

committees." Consequently, in his address to the congress Wisse

cized the other proposals that had been introduced there an

outlined his own, which he praised as "clear, simple, concise

Unfortunately, this was not the case. In fact the Economics M

scheme was horrendously complicated. It called for a dual hie

economic councils to be organized on both a regional and an
branch basis. Regional "district workers' councils" would ele

Workers' Council, which would send representatives to a R

nomic Council; regionally organized employers' groups

likewise. Moreover, "district economic councils" would also b

from the workers'and employers' groups. On an industrial-branc

"branch associations" (Fachverbande) composed of trade union

elect a "Branch Workers' Council" (Facharbeiterrat)9 which
would send representatives to the Reich Economic Council;

employers' organizations would do the same, sending representa

a "Branch Employers' Council" (Fachunternehmerrat), with
from that body going to the Reich Economic Council. Again
tions of workers and employers would be organized at the i

level, along the lines of the Stinnes-Legien Arbeitsgemeinschaft
At the summit of this edifice stood the Reich Economic Council

would include not only regional and professional delegates

62. II. Kongress der Arbeiter-, Bauern- und Soldatenrate Deutschlands am 8.
1919 im Herrenhaus zu Berlin: Stenographisches Protokoll (Berlin, 1919), p. 18

Wissell, "Zur Rate-Idee," Die Neue Zeit 37, pt. 2, no. 9 (May 30,1919): 204.
encapsulates WisselTs remarks at the congress.
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representatives of commercial and consumer interests. T
nomic Council would not function as a wholly independ

parliament. To be sure, the various councils were suppos
ister the collective economy in a manner similar to that o
socialization laws. But the Reich Economic Council itself
to function as a large economic advisory board.63
The Economics Ministry's sketch ofa fully developed co
based on Moellendorff's collectivist principles was full o
contradictions. The most glaring difficulty concerned t
achievement of industrial self-government. The Wissell
idea was so cumbersome and schematic that it seemed ha

that it could be sustained without a huge corps of bureaucrat

visory agencies: the exact opposite ofthe "debureaucrati
the ministry hoped to achieve. Wissell's speech itself fo
proval at the congress; and another resolution, backed by
adopted instead.64
Despite the Economics Ministry's continuous efforts t
position to labor and industry, its programs encountered
stiff opposition after its initial successes in March and Ap
tance came from several directions, but among the colle

determined opponents were representatives of German c

Wissell's DDP cabinet colleagues. Moreover, even the

cratic cabinet members viewed his schemes with extreme

not outright hostility; and Wissell's rather clumsy hand

problem, as well as his failure to gain his party's support

portended a most unpropitious end for his efforts.
Wissell and Moellendorff had been quarreling with their
other ministries for some months, most notably with th

crat Robert Schmidt in the Food Ministry and the econ
Gothein, in the Treasury Ministry, and Bernhard Dernbu
successor in the Finance Ministry. The quarrels between
Ministry on the one hand and Schmidt, Gothein, and Der
other centered on the matter of import-export controls a
tive authorities ofthe various ministries in economic affai

they became personality conflicts as well. The opposit
Democratic ministers, both committed free traders, wa

Schmidt, on the other hand, was a loyal Social Democrat

63. II. Kongress, pp. 180-86.
64. Ibid., pp. 221-22; see also Maier, Recasting Bourgeois Europe, p. 1
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cate of gradual socialization. But in his function as Food Minist

ofthe opinion that import-export controls should be lifted

possible to allow food to enter the country. Otherwise, he m

high productivity and labor peace could not be restored.65 T

of all this was the formation, at cabinet meetings on May 5

"Dictatorial Economic Committee" at the suggestion of Go
Dernburg; its members included Schmidt, Gothein, and W

ostensible function was to coordinate interagency policy, but it

was to hand the advocates of free trade the power to imp
wishes over Wissell's objections. Wissell first threatened to
then he decided instead to lay before the cabinet a detailed
memorandum and a program that summarized and elab
ministry's basic goals.66 Wissell and Moellendorff wanted th
to fall soon; but the matter was delayed until the conclus

Versailles peace negotiations.
The ministry's memorandum had already been drafted an
stance was known to the other Social Democratic minister

copies were distributed to the remaining ministers and to
Chancellery on May 13.67 Moellendorff was obviously the m
the memorandum recapitulated a number ofthe arguments h
advancing for years. It again outlined the enormous econo
culties that Germany faced, warned that the public was be
creasingly dissatisfied with half-measures and parliamentar

mises, and cautioned that both socialism and democracy were t

by "wild anarchist experiments" among the unhappy masses
ular confusion was due to Social Democratic confusion about

meaning and attainment of such fuzzy goals as "socializatio

propriation." The memorandum thus called for "socialist in

cles" to rethink the foundations of modern socialism and endow

a "more programmatic form." The Economics Ministry fe
own program was the best: "The Reich Economics Ministry
intentionally attempted to carry out its own concept of so
describing it with the not yet outworn term 'economic col

65. Schieck, "Wirtschaftspolitik," p. 152.
66. Schulze, ed., Kabinett Scheidemann, pp. xlvi, 264-65, 268-71; Honha
tion," pp. 155-57,164. See also Georg Gothein, "Aus meiner politischen A

BA: NL Georg Gothein, no. 12.

67. Schulze, ed., Kabinett Scheidemann, p. 272n. The memorandum and eco
gram can be found ibid., pp. 272-89; both documents, as well as various legi
lines attached to them, are also reprinted in Wissell, Praktische Wirtschaftsp
123.
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By that is understood an economy that is planned and socially con

common good"6S And to achieve these aims, an eight-poi

gram, which summarized a number ofthe Wissell-Moell

posals, was appended to the memorandum. For the first
nomics Ministry used the term "controlled economic pl

bundene Planwirtschaft) to describe its program. In addit

four sets of guidelines as elaborations of its eight-po
"Guidelines for a Law on German Collective Economy

posed that industrially organized "economic leagues" (Wir

be organized parallel to regionally based councils; and th
concerning a Reich Property Bank, a Reich Fund, and th

proposed "Law on Labor Peace."69

Robert Schmidt quickly fired off a counter-memorand

ing the Wissell-Moellendorff scheme with considerable e

other things, Schmidt argued (from a somewhat mor

Social Democratic standpoint than Wissell) that the Econ
try's plans were not really socialist, that they deviated
from the SPD's Erfurt Program of 1891. Schmidt claimed
ization of selected "ripe" industries (that is, those indus
themselves to nationalization through their monopoly-lik
would be truer to the traditional viewpoints ofthe Socia
Party.70 Implicit in Schmidt's criticism was the notion th

improvisation were the order ofthe day, that conditions
for drastic experimentation. In any case, this whole inter

bate became a matter of public discussion when the Vos
published portions ofthe Economics Ministry's memoran
24; the entire text appeared in Bernhard's journal Plutus
though Bernhard himself was sympathetic to the Econom

leaked proposals, the memorandum's release provoked
criticism from less friendly circles.

Even those commentators who were inclined to be rece

68. Schulze, ed., Kabinett Scheidemann, pp. 275, 279-80. Emphasis in
69. Ibid., pp. 281,284-89; Wissell, Praktische Wirtschaftspolitik, pp. 1
randum and the program have been discussed in a variety of places; but s

schaftspolitik," pp. 172-78; Honhart, "Revolution," pp. 160-66; Biech
i92-95? and the older treatments in Redlich, "German Economic Pla
30, and Bowen, Corporative State, pp. 190-95.
70. Schulze, ed., Kabinett Scheidemann, pp. 289-97.
71. Georg Bernhard, "Der Aufbau," Vossische Zeitung, May 26,191
Arnold Steinmann-Bucher, Sozialisierung? (Berlin, 1919), p. 170.
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of Moellendorff's ideas emphasized the extraordinary complex

whole thing; but certainly the bitterest criticism came from com

circles, Moellendorff's old bugbears. Commercial leaders had

been highly suspicious of those who wanted to restrict and contr

activities, and after the war they advocated a quick return to fr

conditions.72 Some commercial spokesmen, such as Ludwig R

prominent importer and founder ofthe Kaffee-Hag concern in B

had already conducted an extensive public campaign against th

tion of foreign trade controls and Moellendorff's "economy
pulsion." According to Roselius, such an economy would lea
tinued economic warfare with the Entente and would resul

further impoverishment of the Reich.73 With the release of

nomics Ministry's program, an even larger outcry arose from th

ing community. Curt Kohler, a leader of the commercially
Hansa-Bund, summarized their point of view in a June 20 l
dressed to the entire cabinet: "According to our information
Economics Ministry seems to be conducting economic policy
own_We would like to call your attention to the fact that

publication ofthe memorandum strenuous objections have ari

numerous groups, even from those that previously had per
totally rejected the Economics Ministry's individual plan

criticisms were echoed in similar missives and petitions from Ch

of Commerce and other interest groups throughout the coun

72. For example, see "Bericht iiber eine Konferenz des Hansabundes am 28. M

in welcher festgestellt werden sollte, ob und welche Wege vorhanden sind

Aufrechterhaltung der privatwirtschaftlichen Grundlagen der Gesamtwirtsch
gen Zielen moglichst Rechnung tragen, welche die Arbeiterkreise mit der Soz

anstreben,,, BA: R 13 I/283: 74-80.
73. Roselius, Gegen die Zwangswirtschaft.

74. Curt Kohler to Reich Cabinet, June 20, 1919, BA: R 43 I/1146: 168-6

the complaints ofthe Hansa-Bund in BA: R 43 I/1189:18, as well as the numero
to the Reich government from various local chambers of commerce and simil

zations in BA: R 43 I/1146. Some important leaders ofthe chemical indust
was already noted, tended to give Moellendorff a friendly hearing?were hig

ofthe behavior both ofthe Hansa-Bund and ofthe economic liberals in the Schei

cabinet. For example, Rudolf Frank of the Association for the Maintenance

terests ofthe Chemical Industry of Germany (Verein zur Wahrung der Interes
mischen Industrie Deutschlands) noted in early June that "If the Hansa-Bund
against Herr Moellendorff and criticize him objectively, it would be perfectly
do so. But to attack an opponent in such an unbelievably purely personal, mal

unfair way . . . is simply crude." Frank went on to denounce Dernburg an

"who work entirely in the interest of commerce against industry." Frank to
berg, June 8, 1919, Bayer-Archiv, Leverkusen: Autographensammlung Car
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It had thus become obvious that a decision on the Eco

try's ideas would soon have to be reached. In mid-June W

for his party's support at the Social Democratic congress

exceptionally passionate terms the Economics Minist

Scheidemann government's performance. A revolution
Germany, he said, but so far it had been frustrated: "Ba
governed according to the old forms of our public life
been able to influence the revolution in such a way that G
seem filled with a new spirit. The inner essence of Germ
our social life seem little changed. And frequently not f
(Lively agreement) ... I believe that history will pass a h
judgment on the National Assembly and on us in the go
He then went on to argue for his program by suggesting
sented the only logical, evolutionary path to a socialist s
many. Robert Schmidt and Minister without Portfolio
both took sharp exception to Wissell's remarks; but the

tered its modest approval for some of Wissell's ideas w
Adolf Braun's resolution calling for more concrete mea
duce a "collective economy" in Germany.76 Moreover, h
ness received praise from some of his comrades.77 Still,
gress's decision by no means constituted a clearcut victo
Many Social Democrats remained hostile to his schemes

cabinet colleagues were still unremittingly opposed to hi
sell could not afford to wait much longer. Thus he hope

75- Protokoll iiber die Verhandlungen des Parteitags der Sozialdemokratisch

lands abgehalten in Weimar vom 10. bis 15, Juni 1919 (Berlin, 1919), p
speech is reproduced in Rudolf Wissell, "Wir kommen doch wieder h
Monatshefte 25 (July 7, 1919): 597-605.
76. See the discussion in Schieck, "Wirtschaftspolitik," pp. 182-83; H

lution," pp. 172-78; and Richard David Breitman, "Socialism and t

System in Germany 1918-1932: The Political Strategy ofthe German
Party Leaders" (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1975), pp. 110-11. F
temporary view ofthe congress, see Kurt Singer, "Sozialdemokratisch
litik," Wirtschaftsdienst 4, no. 25 (June 20,1919): 465-66.
77. Albert Baumeister, a prominent unionist, wrote to Wissell on
speech at the party congress has evoked lively and agreeable commen

rades, and it will long remain the subject of spirited discussion" (BA:
1119). The historian Arthur Rosenberg later noted that in his Weima
"saw very clearly the state of affairs in Germany at that time." Art
History ofthe German Republic, trans. Ian F. D. Morrow and L. Marie

1936), p. 126.
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lay his plans on the table when a new government was for
June 21.

The Scheidemann government had broken up over the issue of
whether Germany would sign the peace treaty of Versailles before the
deadline established in an Entente ultimatum. The cabinet resigned on

June 20, and a new government was formed by another veteran Social
Democrat, Gustav Bauer, in coalition with the Center Party but with?

out the DDP. The Bauer cabinet agreed to the terms ofthe Versailles
Treaty, which was signed on June 28. Wissell and Moellendorff retained

their old posts in the Economics Ministry, and Schmidt continued as
before in the Food Ministry. In addition, another of Wissell's old Free
Trade Union associates, Alexander Schlicke, became Minister of Labor.
Wissell hoped for Schlicke's assistance in the cabinet, but as it turned out
the new minister seemed to be as reluctant to support Planwirtschaft as

his other Social Democratic colleagues.78 Nor, indeed, could Wissell be
heartened by the decisions ofthe Free Trade Union congress at Nurem?
berg in late June and early July. The two main speakers, the Independent

Social Democratic spokesman Rudolf Hilferding and the union bureau?
crat Paul Umbreit, both criticized the Wissell-Moellendorff plans, and

the congress concluded with only a vague and noncommittal affirmation ofthe desirability of collectivism.79
Thus the situation was not favorable for the Reich Economics Minis?
try when, onjuly 8, Wissell presented to the cabinet a draft response to

a parliamentary interpellation concerning his economic program.80 A
lively cabinet discussion ensued; every minister save Wissell himself
"turned against the program of economic planning and economic col?
lectivism in the sense in which it is being pursued in the Reich Eco?
nomics Ministry." This was a crushing defeat, and four days later Wis?

sell and Moellendorff stepped down. In what must have been a bitter
pill for the economic collectivists to swallow, Robert Schmidt became
the new Economics Minister, while retaining the Food Ministry portfolio;81 Julius Hirsch replaced Moellendorff as Under State Secretary.
78. Honhart, "Revolution," pp. 184-85.
79. Protokoll der Verhandlungen des zehnten Kongresses der Gewerkschaften Deutschlands:

Abgehalten zu Nurnberg vom 30. Juni bis $.Juli 1919 (Berlin, 1919), pp. 523-61; see also the

discussions in Honhart, "Revolution," pp. 181-83, and Breitman, "Socialism," p. 112.
80. "Entwurf einer Erklarung der Reichsregierung auf die Interpellation Arnstadt und

Genossen," BA: R 43 I/1350: 135-53, and "Zur Frage der Wirtschaftspolitik," BA: R
43 I/1350: 117-33.
81. BA: R 43 I/1350: 90; Wissell to Ebert, July 12, 1919, BA: NL Wissell, III/20/
2851-55.
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Onjuly 23, Bauer declared that economic planning o

Moellendorff sort would not be undertaken, and he rea

Social Democrats' support for the gradual socialization of
enterprises. In subsequent months Schmidt and Hirsch
foreign trade controls; thereby they gave the nod to at
restoration of free-market conditions (though the deter
mark in late 1919 forced them to back away from this a
new set of Export Control Bureaus).82 For the most part
sional attempts at what one historian has called "piecem
tion," Schmidt continued to conduct economic policy
ad hoc, rather disorganized fashion.83 The Social Democr
opinion that thoroughgoing nationalization would have
economic conditions were more favorable; but by cho

proach, as Richard Breitman has noted, "They thereby
possibility of influencing the pace and direction of eco
tion."84 Thus Wissell remained something of a maveric

own party, and Planwirtschaft?or, for that matter, any oth

approach to economic planning?was never again on th
So Moellendorff's dreams of revitalizing the Germ
and with it German society and German culture?thr
corporative, non-Marxist "collectivism" had been shatte

of his proposals were implemented in subsequent years,
had already been initiated during his tenure in the Econ
more or less died on the vine. Though he continued to wr
behalf of his views, Moellendorff never had another opp

nificantly to influence Germany's economic and soci

worked for many years as an advisor to various busines
government agencies, and died in 193 7-85

Why had he failed so ignominiously? Given the constella
cal and social forces in Germany in 1919, a full-blown s

nomic planning might well have been doomed in any cas

82. Honhart, "Revolution," chap. vi; Breitman, "Socialism," pp. 1

Iron and Steel, pp. 108, 130-40, 187-209.
83. Honhart, "Revolution," chap. vi.
84. Breitman, "Socialism," p. 114.
85. On Moellendorff's later life, see Bowen, Corporative State, pp. 20
Schmid, "Moellendorff," pp. 181-86.
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tility and Social Democratic aversion to detailed eco

might from the very beginning have ruled out even a p

ful implementation of "collectivist" economic schem
the extraordinary tactical and psychological blunder

Moellendorff committed contributed significantly t
abortive end. Sizable elements of public opinion mi
have been won over to some of the program's feat
and Moellendorff failed in this. Fritz Rathenau (an ed
relative of Walther Rathenau) noted that the Econom
sought public support for its policies too late; it had
to present the public and the government with. fait
over, Rathenau pointed out, the ministry had been
promise; thus its program had seemed "too uniform
despite all that recommended it.86
Fritz Rathenau's contentions represent perhaps th
analysis of the immediate reasons for Moellendorff'
ways he had been his own worst enemy. He had tried
too fast. He had unnecessarily annoyed potential alli
his old mentor Walther Rathenau, with whom he bec

silly personality quarrel and who subsequently declin
ex-colleague's schemes.87 In addition, many German

businessmen?were annoyed by the complexity and v

lendorff's notions. Moreover, Moellendorff was a prickl

offended, constandy threatening to resign, and with alm

for the exigencies of party politics and coalition co

Economics Ministry's policies reflected Moellendorff
gence. Wissell had followed his Under State Secretar

out, and he too was inclined to be both unyielding and s

defending his views. This only hastened the day of

defeat.

86. Fritz Rathenau to Wissell, July 18, 1919, BA: NL Wissell, II/17/1712-13.
87. Relations between Walther Rathenau and MoellendorfFhad been deteriorating for
some time prior to 1919 (Burchardt, "Rohstoftbewktschaftung," p. 189, and Schmid,
"Moellendorff," p. 183). Among other things, they differed over who should get credit

for the KRA. Then Wissell had criticized Rathenau's views in a National Assembly
speech in March, and Rathenau had fired ofFan angry "open letter" in the Saalezeitung
of Apr. 7, to which MoellendorfFhad replied in the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung on Apr.
20 (morning ed.). Documents concerning this arFair can be found in BA: R 43 I/2111;
it is also described in Albertin, Liberalismus, p. 305n., and Maier, Recasting Bourgeois
Europe, p. 159.
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For all its shortcomings, and for all its very limited po

success, Wichard von Moellendorff's experiment in econom
deserves more attention than it has sometimes received, an

deserves a more sympathetic hearing. Crude, naive, and sc
was, Moellendorff's program represented one ofthe first a
committed German conservative to develop a practical re

changed realities of modern industrial society. More than a
he was interested in the preservation, as far as possible, of

sian" values as sacrifice, duty, and honor. His was an atte

old values to new circumstances. Perhaps he tried to reconc

individual creativity with the organizational requirement
technology; "will" and "intuition" with efficiency and
tion"; a total planning system with group autonomy and
control; Prussia with socialism. And if he tried to reconcil

in the end he organized too much.
The Wissell-Moellendorff program was open to several ot

criticisms as well. First, it paid insufficient regard to financia

tary considerations, neither of which Wissell or Moellend
stood very well. Second, the scheme postulated the sweet
ness and social responsibility of individuals and institutio
British "Guild Socialists," Wissell and Moellendorff did n

torily consider the problems of conflict resolution and industr

vidual egoism; in Moellendorff's "collectivist" system, the
technical superiority might work in such a way that they
economic "self-governing bodies" to the detriment ofthe c
particular and the social collectivity in general. To be sure
Moellendorff probably hoped that their self-governing b
serve educative as well as economic functions, that they m
age a spirit of collective discipline?that, in short, they mig
a new socialist man. Whether such a development would i
seems questionable.88 Third, the "collectivists' " reliance on

88. Karl Landauer, "Die Planwirtschaft: Ein Nachwort zu Parteitags
Neue Zeit 39, pt. 1, no. 11 (Dec. 10, 1920): 253-55; Carl Landauer, Euro

A History of Ideas and Movements from the Industrial Revolution to Hitler's Se

2 vols. (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1959), 1: 844-45. See also the exchange
Sachs, "Planwirtschaft und Sozialisierung," Die Neue Zeit 39, pt. 1, no. 1
448-53, and Karl Landauer, "Nochmals zur Frage der Planwirtschaft," D
pt. 1, no. 20 (Feb. 11,1921): 472-75. On the relationship between "guild
gemeinwirtschaftlich views of Rathenau, Moellendorff, and Wissell, see E
"Die Sozialisierung," Archiv fiir Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik 45 (1
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derived from the wartime economy appeared to bel

that the new economic order would arise with a min

sion. Just the opposite seemed to be the case, as Hans S

observed: "Psychologically it was not very clever t
bureaucratic wartime organizations that had becom
credited in the eyes of most people."89
Despite its numerous limitations, however, there c

that the Wissell-Moellendorff project was a bold and in

ment at a time when boldness and innovation were
least within the ranks ofthe traditional labor movem

was one of the first tentative efforts to devise a w

"national economic planning" within the framewor
relationships. It would not be the last.

89. Schieck, "Wirtschaftspolitik," p. 165.
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